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Abstract- The ability of the voting system to protect voter
votes until the end of the process can increase public confidence
in the voting system. The verifiability aspect allows several
parties to ensure that there is no change in the vote of the voters,
thereby increasing trust in voting technology. To get to the
concept of the proposed system of e-voting, an analysis e-voting
needs has been carried out and the stage of the protocol model
design analysis for verifiability needs. Some parties involved in
meeting the needs ofverifiability are Voters, Officers, Witnesses
or KPU (Commission of General Election), where some parties
can verify the votes of voters before, during, after, and after the
vote count in election. In fulfilling the verifiability needs of this
e-voting system, traditional simulation modeling and voting
testing have been carried out as a comparison with modeling
simulations and testing of e-voting protocols. Before modeling
simulation and protocol testing, formal notation writing was
carried out in the form of Communicating Sequential Processes
(CSP) notation. Protocol testing will be carried out with formal
verification, which proves that protocol specifications are in
accordance with the integrity properties that have been defined
previously. The verification tool used is based on reference
modeling, which can analyze the specifications logical
consistency, and verified properties reports, namely SPIN
(Simple Promela Interpreter). The verified system used
PROMELA language (MEta LAnguage process) which is
translated from CSP formal notation.

Keywords-:e-voting protocol; verifiability requirements;
formal notation; formal method.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electoral system uses paper ballots which began to be
used in 1856 (Victoria, Australia) and 1889 America (New
York). The technology to help elections to grow. The "Myers
Automatic Booth" voting machine that used levers in
Lockport, New York in 1892, punchcard began to be used in
Georgia in 1964. The electronic-based machines began to be
made and used, including: Marksense (using optical scan
techniques) began to be used in 1996 for the American
presidential election, and a variety of DRE (Direct Recording
Electronic) devices [1].

In addition to the type of e-voting that still requires the
presence ofvoters physically to the voting booth (for example:
the use ofoptical scan systems and DRE), there are also types
of e-voting that do not require voters to be physically present
(eg Polling Station Remote Voting where voting via
telephone, sms, internet, digital TV etc.) [2]. E-voting is an
election system where data is recorded, stored, and processed
in the form of digital information [3]. Centinkaya and
Centinkaya added that e-voting is the use of computer
equipment or a computerized voting process for voting cards
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on voting [4]. e-voting is essentially the implementation of
voting conducted electronically (digitally) starting from the
voter registration process, carrying out the election, vote
counting and sending the results of the vote.

The e-voting is expected to overcome the conventionally
elections problems, namely [5] [6].

1. Faster in vote counting.

2. More accurate vote count results.

3. Ballot paper is more economical.

4. Save on ballot distribution cost.

5. Various language versions can be used on the ballot paper.

6. More voting information can be accessed.

7. Controlling those who are not entitled to choose.

Four main activities ofvoting to ensure certainty ofchoice
[7] :

1. Registration: voting participant registering in accordance
with applicable regulations.

2. Validation: to get voters who meet the criteria as voters
and avoid data duplication, a voter data validation process
is carried out.

3. Collection: vote collection.

4. Tallying, counting votes.

According to [7] states that e-voting must have parameters
that can be used as guidelines. A statement known as the
Golden Rules e-voting, which includes:

accuracy: the choice does not change, the ballot cannot be
eliminated and the defective ballot is not counted.

invulnerability: choose only once and they are entitled.

privacy: Vote choices from voters cannot be proven and
cannot be known by anyone.

verifiability: Can re-verify voter votes and vote count
results.

The voting technology implemention cannot be well
received by the wider community. This is greatly influenced
by the level ofpublic trust in the quality ofvoting technology
used [7].

It can be that the verifiability is the most dominant thing
In improving the quality of voting technology. The
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Fig. 1. E-voting system protocol modeling

In Figure 5 shows the protocol modeling for the e-voting
system, with detailed protocols as follows:

1. Voter Registration Protocol

III. PROPOSED E-VOTING PROTOCOL MODELING
A protocol is a set of rules that govern the interaction of

processes simultaneously on a distributed system [15].
According to [16], the protocol is a rule that contains a series
of steps, involving two or more people, which are made to
complete an activity. Protocols in information technology are
a set of specific rules in the use of telecommunications
connections when communicating. The protocol determines
the interaction between communicating entities [1 7].

According to [18] e-voting protocols, voters, may use a
number of voter support devices (VSD / Voter Supporting
Devices) (for example, desktop computers or smartphones),
count the number ofballots, usually contain a choice ofvoters
in encrypted or encoded form, and include his voice. Voting
is placed on the bulletin board. Voice mail is collected (for
example, from a bulletin board) and is counted by the teller /
voting authority.

The design and development of protocol modeling for
verifiability aspects ofe-voting was designed according to the
results of the protocol model design analysis for verifiability
aspects.

after the vote count is referred to as Verifiability of End-to
End.

The study there is a Protocol (P) which can improve
verifiability (V) on e-voting, with the concept of Protocol (P):

1. By involving the Voter Party (V), Officer (0), Witness (W)
andKPU (C)

2. Verifiability involving the Voter Party (V) is called
Individual Verifiability (IV)

3. Verifiability involving the Officer (0), Witness (W) and
KPU (C) is called Universal verifiability (UV)

4. Verifiability is done in Phase before selection (bv), during
selection (ov), after selection (av), and after vote counting
(ac) which is called End-to-End Verifiability (e2e)

5. Individual Verifiability Integration (IV), Universal
verifiability (UV) and End-to-End Verifiability (e2e)
output "rejects") and runs Verify ('t,a). If Verify ('t,a)
evaluates "wrong" or "true", respectively, sending "reject"
or "accept" to Judge J. The definition [1] does not
explicitly explain about the voter always verifying whether
it was triggered or not. So the protocol model looks
decided to verify according to several possible
distributions.

announcement of the results-------.
of the vote count

-------. Voter Registration -------. Voter
Authentication

l•
Voting -------. Vote Counting -

-voter data

Vote verification is one way to ensure the ballot paper is
in accordance with the choice ofvoters. For voters, the goal is
that the system in which each voter without special training
must easily convince himself of the results of calculating the
vote does reflect actual elections. With the aim of achieving
different levels and scopes ofverification requirements, it can
be used in different e-voting phases [14].

In the system ofe-voting system, verifiability aspect is one
ofthe most dominant parameters, so that it becomes one ofthe
parties determining the quality level of the e-voting system.
Several related studies have conducted verifiability for several
parties involved such as Voters, Officers and Witnesses, but
not thoroughly for the e-voting system phase during elections,
after elections and after vote count. This causes a decrease in
the level of public confidence in the quality of the e-voting
system. The KPU as the highest electoral institution involved
as one ofthe parties to voting, in other studies did not conduct
verification. So Verifiability is where ballot verification is
carried out by several parties, namely by Voters called
Individual Verifiability and by Officers, Witnesses and KPU
called Universal Verifiability that the votes chosen by the
Voters do not change and are included in the vote count and
vote verification from before, dutring, after the election, and

verifiability gives confidence to the voters that the voting
system used will provide safety. [8]. In the e-voting system
data security can be divided into security related to the ballot
(starting from the voting stage to the calculation phase), and
verification by voters to ensure that the contents of the ballot
do not change and has been calculated correctlyr [9].

In this study, e-voting protocol modeling was proposed to
accommodate verifiability needs. In this protocol, the
Verifiability aspect must be able to accommodate the
requirements of voters, officers, witnesses, and the KPU
(General Election Commission), thus increasing the reliability
of the e-voting system. Before modeling simulation and
protocol testing, formal notation was written in the form of
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) notation.
Protocol testing will be done with formal verification. An
important step in validating a communication program or
protocol is to use formal verification. Consists ofproving that
the protocol specifications are in accordance with several
previously defined properties. The verification tool used is
based on reference modeling, which can analyze the
specifications logical consistency, and verified properties
reports, namely SPIN (Simple Promela Interpreter). The
verified system used PROMELA language (MEta LAnguage
process) which is translated from CSP formal notation [10].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
According to [11] verifiability is an electronic voting

system that must provide a method to verify that the system
works as expected. Voters must be able to verify the results of
their votes according to their choices and be taken into account
in the process of counting the votes. The auditor must be able
to verify that all votes by the eligible voters who can enter the
vote count. Verifiability aims to ensure the correctness of the
votes given by voters. This technique is known as voter
verification method, voter verifiable voting system and voter
verified paper audit trails (VVPAT) [12]. This method gives
trust to voters that the voting system used will provide
security, both to the votes given and to the voters themselves
[13].
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Officer, if it's not valid, the Voters are not allowed to
vote.

Officers

assert{KTPPr == KTP)

VotersllOfficersllWitness

Voters

assert{KTPs == KTP)

[ Witness

If the entire authentication process is complete and the
valid voter is allowed to make the selection process and the
Officer returns the KTP, the Voter ID Code and the No queue
to the Voters.

Formal notation for voter registration protocols on e
voting systems that describe communication between entities
using CSP as follows:

The Voters Registration Protocol in the e-voting system is
as follows:

1. Voters register to the E-Voting website by inputting data
in accordance with the identity printed on their
respective Identity Card (KTP) and filling in the public
key.

2. The data entered will be matched (Verification) with the
KTP data registered with the KPU.

3. If the data entered by the voter does not have a match
with the KTP data on the KPU, the registration process
is stopped and if the data entered by the voter has a
match, then the voter id and Public key will be stored in
the E-Voting database

4. The public key is used to encrypt the ballot selection that
will be distributed at each polling station that can be
decrypted by the voter using the private key selector
during the election.

5. Voters will get a voter ID QR Code via email along with
the TPS name and TPS address.

Fig. 3. CSP Formal Notation for the Voter Authentication Protocol on the e
Voting system

ChE"Pm ! ballotD

ChevPm ! ballots

Chg"Pm ?ballotD <E-(--------

I fPSDatabase

Voters

VotersUeVotingApplkatiionsl~PSDaitabase

3. Voting Protocol

The voting protocol is as follows:

1. The voter selects by entering the E-Voting application
and scanning the QR Code id selector to find the ballot
Selector that has been encrypted.

2. After ballot is found in the system, the selector is
required to decrypt the ballot by using the private key
selector.

3. Voters vote for candidates.

4. The filled ballot will be encrypted again with the public
key selector and hashing to the choice, saved to the
TPS Database.

5. Voters get proof of election in the form of a QR Code
that can be verified to ensure the choice does not
change.

Formal notation for the voting protocol that describes
communication between entities using CSP as follows:

Fig. 4. CSP Formal notation for the voting protocol on the e-Voting system

Voters

I KPU

)

)

Pbz,.Pr"

ChKwk?QIDPm

ChWk Pm! QIDPm <

I GeneratorKey

ChGkPm ! Pbk

I WebKPU

Fig. 2. CSP Formal Notation for Protocol Voter Registration on the e-Voting
system

2. Voter's Authentication Protocol

The Selector authentication protocol is as follows:

1. The voter brings the voter ID and QR Code ID to the
polling station

2. The officer checks the voter's ID card followed by
scanning the voter QR Code id to ensure the voter has
been registered in the E-Voting system and has not made
an election. If the Voter's status is valid, the Officer
submits the KTP voter and QR Code id to the Witness,
if it's not valid, the Voters are not allowed to vote.

3. The witness checks the ID card voter followed by
scanning the QR Code ofthe ID voter to ensure the voter
has been registered in the system of E-Voting and has
not made an election. If the Voter's status is valid, the
Witness submits the voter's KTP and QR Code id to the
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Notation Description
ChGkPTn Channel Generator Key to Voters
ChpTn Wk Channel Voters to Web KPU
ChWkPm Channel Web KPU to Voters
ChPmK Channel Voters to KPU
ChWkK Channel Web KPU to KPU
ChKWk Channel KPU to Web KPU
ChPmPt Channel Voters to Officers
ChPtPm Channel Officers to Voters
Chp'f; Channel Officers to Witness
Ch sp Channel Witness to Officers

ChpTn E17 Channel Voters to e-Voting Application
ChE17PTn Channel e-Voting Application to Voters
ChEvDT Channel e-Voting Application to Local TPS

Database
ChDTEv Channel to Local TPS Database to e-Voting

Application
ChKBh Channel KPU to Bulletin Board
ChDpK Channel Central Database to KPU

ChPTnDr Channel Voters to Local TPS Database
ChpTnDp Channel Voters to Central Database
ChDTDp Channel Central Database to Central Database
ChDpPm Channel Central Database to Voters
ChSDr Channel Witness to Local TPS Database
ChptDr Channel Officers to Local TPS Database
ChDrp Channel Local TPS Database to Officers
ChDTS Channel Local TPS Database to Witness
ChDrPm Channel Local TPS Database to Voters

ballotBpt Block Ballot at Officers

BallotBf; Block Ballot at Witness
ballotB Block Ballot

UballotB Upload Block Ballot
UBallotBT Block Ballot upload results in the Local TPS

Database
PPT Voters vote options in the Local TPS Database
ID.c; ID Witness
IDp ID Officers
RST Results ofvote counting verification in the Local

TPS Database
PPp Voters votes in the Central Database
RSp Results ofvote counting verification in the Central

Database
Pbk Public Key Voters
Prk Private Key Voters

IDpTn Voters Identity
QIDPm QR Code ID Voters

UBallotBp Results ofuploading Ballot Block in the Central
Database

KTP Voters Identity Card

no Queue Number for Voters

KTPpt Voters Identity Cards at Officers

QIDpmPt QR Code ID Voters at Officers

KTPs Voters Identity Card located in Witness

QIDpms QR Code ID Voters who are in Witness

ballotE Encrypted ballot

ballotD Decypted ballot

PPm Voters vote selection results

QRPPm QR Code Proof of Voters vote selection

HPE The Encrypted hashing result is the choice of the
ballot hashing

RSBb The vote count results on the Bulletin Board

UBallotB

ChOTSt:l! ballotB

TPSDatabase

assert(UBallotsp == UBallotBT)

I CentralDatabase

ChDTDp?UBallotsl'

ChpmDT ?RSr

) ChSDT?JDs

Input
Output

Paralel

comparison

Description

ballotB

PPp

IDs

-(

Voters

Officers

Witness

?
II

assert(PPp == QRPp.,,)

Notation

assert(ballotBp~ == PPm) ~( _

____Vo_te----,rsIIWitnessllofficersDTPSDatabaseUCentraIDatabase IKPU BulletinBoard

I Bullet,inBoard I KPU

RSJ(

assert(RSBb == RSK )

Fig. 5. CSP Formal notation for the vote counting protocol on the e-Voting
system

The description for all formal CSP notations used in the e
voting protocol can be seen in table I.

4. Vote Counting Protocol

The vote counting protocol is as follows:

1. Selection data collected from each polling station will
be calculated by the E-voting system and stored in the
TPS Database.

2. Voters can do verifiability by bringing proof of election
in the form of a QR Code that contains the results of an
encrypted hashing option and private key to the KPU or
after the election at the polling station.

3. Officers, the Witness can verify the results ofvote
counting through ballot blocks.

4. The officer will upload block ballot results of the vote
count to the Central database on the KPU.

5. KPU can verify the results of the vote count for each
polling station from the upload ballot by the Officer.

Formal notation for the vote counting protocol that describes
communication between entities using CSP as follows:

Table I. Description of CSP Formal Notation for e-Voting
Protocol
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data does not change get to Voters, keep Voters data = 1. The
test done is to test the property integrity with assert.

2. Voters Authentication Protocol
In Figure 7 shows a simulation of the Voters authentication
protocol in the e-voting system in ideal conditions, which
consists of several entities involved:

O. Voters
1. Officers
2. Witness

Notation Description
RSK Results ofvote count verification at the KPU

RSPm Voters vote selection verification results

assert Testing integrity properties

IV. SIMULATION OF PROTOCOL E-VOTING MODELLING

Based on the formal notation in section 3, simulations
and formal verification of the e-voting protocol were carried
out using Promela language and Spin tool. Simulation is
carried out under ideal protocol conditions, where the
protocol runs as expected The properties tested from the
protocol are integrity properties using assert conditions.
The modeling simulation on the e-voting protocol is carried
out as follows:
1. Voters Registration Protocol
In figure 6 shows a simulation of Voters authentication
protocol on traditional voting in ideal conditions, which
consists of several entities involved:

O. Generator Key
1. Voters
2. WebKPU
3. KPU

Scenario
Voters:O

2!

3!

Officers:1

1[1

5!.1

Witness:2

!.1

!.1

Scenario
Generator... Voters:1 WebKIPU:2 IKP'U:3

Fig. 7. Simulation of the Voters authentication protocol on the e-voting
system

The ideal condition expected from the e-voting protocol is
to maintain the integrity of data from Voters, ie when Voters
identifies = 1, Voters identity does not change at Officers or
Witness. The test done is to test the property integrity with
assert.

Witness:2Officers:1

!1

Lt!.1

Voters:O

3. Voting Protocol
In figure 8 shows the simulation of the voting protocol on
traditional voting in ideal conditions, which consists of
several entities involved:

O. Voters
1. e-Voting Application
2. TPS Database

Generator... Voters:1 WebKIPU:2 IKP'U:3

Fig. 6. Simulation of the Voters registration protocol on the e-voting
system

The ideal condition expected from the e-voting protocol is
to maintain the integrity ofVoters Data from the KPU until it
is given to Voters, but when Voters gives identity = 1 then
when the KPU verifies Voters Data the value is still 1, Voters
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Fig.9. Simulation of the vote counting protocol in the e-voting system

The ideal condition expected from the e-voting protocol is
to maintain the integrity of ballot data from Voters, which is
when the results of counting are performed in the TPS
Database, then upload the ballot results in the form of ballot
blocks which the Officers vote = 12 until announced on
BulletinBoard. Voters can verify their choice = 3 to the TPS
database or to the Central Database, not having a fixed change
= 3. Officers and TPS Database = 12, no change = 12. KPU
can verify the vote = 12, still not change = 12. The test done
is to test the property integrity with assert.

5. E-Voting Protocol with Attack Scenarios
One example of an e-voting protocol simulation that is
carried out for a scenario is to change the voice in the
database by changing the value in the voice column.

Voters:O Witness:1 Officers:2 PSDataba... CentraIDat... KPU:5

TPSDataba...

eVotingAp... TPSDataba...

3'.1

Voters:O

Scenario
Voters:O

Fig. 8. Simulation of the voting protocol on the e-voting system

The ideal condition expected from the e-voting protocol is
maintaining integrity of voice data from Voters, ie when
Voters votes = 1, the voice ofVoters does not change until the
TPS Database = 1. The test done is to test the property
integrity with assert.

4. Vote Counting Protocol
In figure 9 shows the simulation of the voting protocol on
traditional voting in ideal conditions, which consists of
several entities involved:

O. Voters
1. Witness
2. Officers
3. TPSDatabase
4. CentralDatabase
5. KPU
6. BulletinBoard

1!
10!

Fig. 10. Simulation of the e-Voting Protocol carried out in the scenario of
changing the ballot in the database by changing the value in the voice column

In the simulation carried out an attack on the Database
Center, where previously the result of the vote was = 12, then
someone attacked the Central Database by changing several
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Verificat ion resul t ::

(Spin Version 6,.4,.8 -- 2 March 2018)
+ Partial Order Reduction

Full statespace search for:
never claim - ( ot selected)
assert io viola io s +
cycle checks (disabled by

DSAFETY)

State-vector 84 byte, depth reached 45, errors: 0
58 states, stored
10 states, matched
68 tra sitions (= stored matched)
o atom1C steps

has conflicts: 0 (reso ved)

( isab ed byinva i end sta .es
flag)

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE E-VOTING PROTOCOL
VERIFICATION

Based on the simulation results verification of the e-Voting
Protocol model with the results and analysis is as follows:
1. Voter Registration Protocol
The verification results from the Voters registration protocol
simulation on the e-voting system for ideal conditions are as
follows, where there is no error for assertion
violations:
Verificat10n result:

ballots so that the ballot results in the Database were worth 20.
Because there was a verification protocol by the KPU to the
Central Database, then the next phase could not continue,
KPU must show verified status fITst to block ballot in the
Central database, so that later the next can be continued.

(Spin Version 6,. 4 ,. 8 -,- 2 March 2018)
+ Pa.rtial Order Reduction

,ull statespace search for:
never claim - (. ot se ected)
ass rert10 v10lat10 s +
cycle checks (disabled by

DSAFETY)
inva id end states (disabled by

fag)

4. Vote Counting Protocol
The verification results from the voting protocol simulation
on the e-voting system for ideal conditions are as follows,
where there is no error for assertion violations:

Verification result:

(Spin Version 6.4.8 -- 2 March 2018)
+ Partial Order Reduction

State-vector 1 2 byte, depth reac ed 3~, errors: 0
43 states, stored

8 states., matche
51 tra :sitions (= stored matched)
o atom1C steps

has conflicts: 0 (resolved)

Full statespace search for:
never claim - ( ot selected)
assertio violatio s +
cycle checks (disabled by

DSAFETY)
invalid end states (isab ed by

fag)

(Spin ersion 6.4,.8 -- 2 March 2018)
ar ing: Search not comp eted

+ artial Order Reduction

State-vector 200 byte, depth reaced 57, errors: 0
1967 states, stored
3309 states, matched
5276 trasitions (= stored matched)

o atomic steps
has conflicts: 23 (reso ved)

Full statespace search for:
never claim - ( ot selected)
assertio violatio s +
cycle checks (disabled by

DSA TY)
invalid end states (disab ed by

5. E-Voting Protocol with Attack Scenarios
The verification results from the e-voting protocol simulation
for the scenario scenario change the voice in the database by
changing the value in the voice column, where there is an
error ifthere is a ballot change due to verification ofthe ballot
block by KPU:

vio ated
ock 'allotTPS)

Verification resul t::
pan:1: assertion
(ploadBlockBa lot entra == p oad
(at dept 24)
pan: wrote attacki,~.pml.trai

3. Voting Protocol

2. Voter's Authentication Protocol
The verification results from the Voters registration protocol
simulation on the e-voting system for ideal conditions are as
follows, where there is no error for assertion
violations:
Verification result:

State-vector 132 byte., de th reaced 34, errors: 0
95 states, stored
48 states, matched
43 tra:sitions (= stored matched)
o atomic steps

has conflicts: 0 (reso ved)

,ull statespace search for:
never claim - (,ct selected)
assert.io', violatio s +
cycle checks (d1sabled by

DSAFETY)
inva id end states (disabled by

(Spin Version 6,. 4 ,. 8 -- 2 March 2018)
+ artial 0 der Reduction

f a9)

The verification results from the voting protocol simulation
on the e-voting system for ideal conditions are as follows,
where there is no error for assertion violations:

fag)

State-vector 200 byte, depth reac ed 24, errors:
25 states, stored
o states, matched

25 trasitions (= stored+matched)
o atomic steps

has conflicts: 0 (resolved)
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VI. CONCLUSION

The most dominant parameters in the system of e
voting is verifiability, so that it becomes one of the
parties determining the quality level of the e-voting
system. Several related studies have conducted
verifiability for several parties involved such as Voters,
Officers and Witnesses, but not thoroughly for the e
voting system phase during elections, after elections and
after vote count. This causes a decrease in the level of
public confidence in the system of e-voting quality. The
KPU as the highest electoral institution involved as one
of the parties to voting, in other studies did not conduct
verification. So Verifiability is where ballot verification
is carried out by several parties, namely by Voters called
Individual Verifiability and by Officers, Witnesses and
KPU called Universal Verifiability that the votes chosen
by the Voters do not change and the ballots has in the
vote count and verification, from before, during, after
the election, and after the vote count is referred to as
Verifiability of End-to-End.

This research has been produced a Protocol (P) that
can improve verifiability (Vr ) on e-voting, with the
concept of Protocol (P):
1. By involving the Voter Party (V), Officer (0),

Witness (W) and KPU (C)
2. Verifiability involving the Voter Party (V) is called

Individual Verifiability (IV)
3. Verifiability involving the Officer (0), Witness

(W) and KPU (C) is called Universal verifiability
(UV)

4. Verifiability is done in Phase before selection
(bv), during selection (ov), after selection (av),
and after vote counting (ac) which is called End
to-End Verifiability (e2e)

5. Individual Verifiability Integration (IV),
Universal verifiability (UV) and End-to-End
Verifiability (e2e)
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